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If you can count on your fingers you can use numerology. Learn how to harness the power of

numbers with this unique guide, and reveal the secrets of your personality, which lottery numbers

you should choose, when is the best time to make decisions, what cities are best for you to live in,

how can you tell if someone is right for you, and much, much more.
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As I am fascinated by numbers and astrology, I couldn't wait to get my hands on NUMBERS AND

YOU. I had seen a Leeza show which she had a guest--a numerologist to the stars (not the author)--

who was figuring out things like why certain people weren't compatible, how to tell if your home is

good to you by the numbers in your address, and predicting career/life events and more. All of these

things were done by numbers. Finally when I got my copy of NUMBERS AND YOU, I entertained

myself with the concept of numerology and how it can be used for everyday living by working my

way through most of the chapters.It's definitely a book that can surprise you or just confirm what you

already know about yourself. It makes a great gift for anyone who is into forecasting their future,

wanting to know about their past and shed some light on the present. Just have a calculator handy

or pencil and lots of paper.Gareth Rees, Manager of Special Projects--Publicity, Ballantine

Publishing Group --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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My review of the book Numbers and You, A Numerology Guide for Everyday Living by Lloyd

Strayhorn. I have read a couple of books on numerology and only learned basics regarding the

Pythagorean chart and reading Destiny numbers. However Strayhorn is thorough including the

Chaldean system. The author also applies his knowledge of astrology combined with numerology to

innovate his own system of reading and interpreting numbers. Comprehension of the power of

numbers and astrological influences is helpful in understanding your partner, your power days of the

week, best times of the year and the power of your birth date among other insights. This book is

enlightening and has encouraged me to study more regarding numerology and astrology. I highly

recommend this book

This book has made me open my eyes to the reasons I am the way I am. And why I love the stuff I

love in my life. I never really thought much about this whole numbers and all the other "occult" stuff.

But to be honest, this book was I'd say 95 percent dead on about telling me everything that makes

me who I am in life. I was completely amazed by it.I thought it would be just an interesting read you

know. I am always wanting to read about stuff that interest me., But I was not expecting it to be so

dead on. I know it is an old book, and the new ones have alot more up todate info in them, but this

one was just what I needed.I have always have a love of photography. And this book hit that dead

on the nose. That is what blew me away. Even if you do not believe in this stuff, it is still a great

read.

Black author Lloyd Strayhorn reviews the origin, practices, uses, & representations of numerology

and how it relates to every day living. I will be investing in the rest of his work and would

recommend this book as a start to understanding numerology without looking at it from a shrewd

and narrow view. He confirmed the connections that I viewed were represented by numbers and I

am grateful to have read this piece of information. Beware. U may want to get a pen and pad so you

can gain cognitive and kinetic practice as you read. He is concise and comprehensive making you

want to read more and more.

I think this book is a great introduction into numerology, there is more than enough information for



you to decide which system of numerology you'd like to use, how to use each system, what the

numbers mean, how you can calculate the general "theme" of a family name with numbers (which,

from my experience, was entirely accurate, almost a bit scary how accurate it was, even as

someone who researches more esoteric information all the time). My only problem with the book

(this is a nitpick at best) is that sometimes I had trouble because I tend to read things literally,

although at some points in the book (like magic box) they weren't in a completely straightforward

manner of reading, which isn't a big deal. I'd recommend this book to anyone who is open-minded

and wishes to research and experience Numerology.

Nice pocket book, in depth, easy reading, eye opening, brand new, quick shipping, good packaging,

fun facts included, author is very knowledgeable and excited about the subject matter!

mr. strayhorn's book is so different from other boring, complicated numerology books. it's easy, fun,

unique, and very interesting. he gives you simple methods to discover EVERYTHING about yourself

and others! he also gives a brief history about numerology and other occults at the beginning, and

for once it was highly interesting to read! i recently got interested in numerology and brought about 7

numerology books and out of the whole bunch this was by far the best!

Pretty good, It is a hobby for me, so for others more into it, not sure

Very informative, it had info my other books didn't.
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